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literature, a real classicism. But years before Lessing's
life closed, the German pendulum was once more at
the other extreme: the " Back to the Greeks"
classicism had given place, with disconcerting sudden-
ness, to an outburst of Individualism, the most
uncompromising and militant of all, the " Sturm und
Drang y\ The Impulse had come partly from the
new English middle-class literature—and Lcsslng
himself, as the author of Miss Sara Sampson and
Emilia Galotti* and as the champion of Shakespeare,
had been largely responsible for directing German
attention to the " unclassic " excellences of English
literature—but in a higher degree It had come from
France, from Rousseau. Thus while the genius of
Germany's greatest poets was being matured, her
literature was ruthlessly individualistic ; they were,
Indeed, themselves the leaders of the " Sturm und
Drang "; German literature was at war with law
and order. And then, led by these poets, who had
come through the purifying fires of this fierce Individ-
ualism, German poetry swung back again. With this
third phase of eighteenth-century classicism, inaugu-
rated by Goethe's Iphigenie auf Tauris and Schiller's
Don Car/os, Germany rose to the highest level of
positive achievement which her literature evct reached.
The new poetry by no means lost sight of Lcssing's
insistence on the Hellenic Ideal; but It was not
Lessing?s ideal: it was modified by a legacy from the
intervening phase of individualism, the , spirit of
humanity, or, to use the word which the Germans used
and which seems to carry with it a peculiar eighteenth
century flavour, " Humanltat", The classicism of
Weimar is above all things a humane classicism* In
so far, it has no precise analogue In other lands; it is,
one might even say, the culmination of the entire
movement of classical evolution which had first set In
with the Renaissance. Even this was not the end.
The eighteenth century had hardly reached its close:
Goethe and Schiller were still at the zenith of their

